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Aim
To assess the quality and use of data from conference 
abstracts and presentations in health technology assess-
ments (HTAs), compared to the full-text articles, in 
relation to the development of technology assessment 
reviews (TARs).

Conclusions	and	results
Seven TAR groups completed and returned the survey. 
Five out of seven groups reported a general policy that 
included searching for and including studies available 
as conference abstracts/presentations. Policy and prac-
tice vary across TAR groups regarding searching for and 
inclusion of studies available as conference abstracts/pre-
sentations. There is also variation in the level of detail 
reported in TARs regarding the use of abstracts/presenta- 
tions. Hence, TAR teams should be encouraged to state 
explicitly their search strategies for identifying confer-
ence abstracts and presentations, their methods for 
assessing these for inclusion, and how the data were used 
and their effect on the results. Comprehensive searching 
for trials available as conference abstracts/presentations 
is time consuming and may be of questionable value. 
However, there may be a case for searching for and in-
cluding abstract/presentation data if, eg, other sources 
of data are limited. If conference abstracts/presentations 
are to be included, the TAR teams need to allocate addi-
tional time for searching and managing data from these 
sources. Incomplete reporting in conference abstracts 
and presentations limits the ability of reviewers to assess 
confidently the methodological quality of trials.

Recommendations
Where conference abstracts and presentations are con-
sidered for inclusion in the review, the TAR teams should 
increase their efforts to obtain further study details by 
contacting trialists. Where abstract/presentation data are 
included, reviewers should discuss the effect of including 
data from these sources. Any data discrepancies identi-
fied across sources in TARs should be highlighted and 

their impact discussed in the review. In addition, there 
is a need to carry out, eg, a sensitivity analysis with and 
without abstract/presentation data in the analysis.

Methods
Evidence for this research was obtained from a survey 
of TAR groups, an audit of published TARs, and case 
studies of selected TARs. Analyses of the survey and  
audit results are summarized in a descriptive and tabular 
format. Data from the case studies are presented descript- 
ively and quantitatively. Sensitivity analyses compared 
the effect of inclusion of data from abstracts and pre- 
sentations on the meta-analysis pooled effect estimates 
by including data from both abstracts/presentations 
and full papers, and data from only full publications, 
included in the original TAR. These analyses were then 
compared with meta-analysis of data from trials that 
have been published in full.

Further	research/reviews	required
Research is needed on the development of search strat- 
egies to identify studies available as conference abstracts 
and presentations in TARs. Since case studies in this 
report are limited, analyses should be repeated as more 
TARs accrue, or include the work of other international 
HTA groups.
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